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VHDA ice = 6
HDA ice = 5

Oxygen coordination number

LDA Ice = 4

A Wand
Water entropy

Hexagonal Bilayer Water (HBW)

Protein stabilization

Desolvation - dry

Why

Protein-Ligand

Mediating -wet
Limited dynamically

Microlattice structures for
high/V High Density
Amorphous Ice and EZ
(HAD,VHDA & LDA Ice)

Pleated Sheet Water (PSW)
David J. Anick Harvard Medical School
at 150K HBW & PSW have high entropy

Crystallography

Deceptive

other phases

Entropy

Does EZ water play any kind of part?

Dielectric relaxation

Mosaic of micro domains

Infrared spectroscopy

Phase of water = unknown

Long range order of molecules

Tetra hertz spectroscopy
Neutron scattering

Wei-Chun Chin

Fluorescence/IR

Protein Hydration & Motion

DNP complementary with NMR

elimination of external power sources
EZ - Lab on chip systems

Magnetic dispersion relaxation

portability

How

Across flow streams

Average properties
Microparticles guided hundreds of micrometers

Solute - Exclusion Zones :
New Driving Force for
Microfluidics

From hydrophilic polymer surfaces

EZ power source

NMR

Through laminar interfaces
Multifaceted

Microfluidic
Technologies

Subtopic

Point-of-care diagnosis

Medical

Monitoring systems

Applications
Encapsulation subtle restriction offside chain motion

Encapsulation generally
makes the backbone motion slower

Emilio Del Giudice
independent molecules

Non-Coherent

Depth of surface zone of liquid

Relationship between EZ and
coherence domains in water

Subtopic
V Voeikov, Moscow State University

Quantum Coherence in liquid
water and aqueous systems

large aggregates (million+) oscillating in unison

Water is two phase system
Coherent

QuantumElectroDynamics (QED)

ability to detect external ME potentials
Bohm_Aharonov effect

electron clouds trapped in
electromagnetic field

Experiments of Piccardi and Voeikov
could find rationale

Heat
Density
Water contact Nafion

PH

Dominique Derome Building Science and
Technology Laboratory

Multiple log plots

Fractal and coherent
structures in wate r

Adsorption is at molecular scale
interaction at atoms of solid skeleton fluid molecules

Fractals

Does dead wood remember water?

One of many

Pore size determines sorption induced
deformations (swelling)

Wood interacts with moisture, liquid or vapor

Liquid movement in trees is not yet fully
understood example, exchange between
xylem and phloem

Giuseppe Vitiello University of Salermo

synchrotron x-ray microtomography
Roumiana Tsenkova Kobe University

Methods & Tools

neutron imaging

Water and Water vapor
CD4 alters water structure

Aquaphotomics: Water
spectral pattern as a bio
marker for diagnosis

Near Infrared (NIR) Light
NaCl in water

Markers

Anibal Disalvo UNSE.CONICET
E.g. at phase transition temperature of
lipid membranes

biotic
antibiotic
breaks down to smaller groups

Water pockets in Lipid
Membranes evaluated by
FTIR spectroscopy

loose bonds
Test of millions to half billion molecules

Obtain molecular information in changes of water states

Fully hydrated

Spectral Analysis of water
mass in the RF range

processing

molecular WF of water states

Gel state results in higher frequencies

results in reduced water bonding

Subtopic

The voice that has passed the geo . electromagnetic fields
causes some changes in the brain water

Daniel Fels University of Basel
Sound effects

Use of glass barriers to separate cell populations

Masaaki Takarada

Practical approach is with Glass barriers

Defining Electromagnetic communication
between cells ME and Chemical signals
need to be isolated

S. Sugihara Kanagawa University

Research on Paramecium caudatum aquatic unicellular ciliate

Unicellular ciliate

Only wash with water
Adsorption with zeolites

Electromagnetic regulation of
cell density in Paramecium

General methods

Reaction with plants and bacteria

Cell division
Energy uptake
Example - Paramecium caudatum

contamination levels between 320 and 430 S v/h Fukushima

observation

Cell numbers
cell populations

Elimination of radiation from
radio active materials

even after breaking bonds molecules are still stable
Dissociated hydrogen bonds generate the Infoton(s)

change of ratios

Similar to EZ water?

population density

ME regulates
Infoton (TM)

In 7 hours 20 S v/h

Change in CH region of Lipid acyl chains

Patterns of water in solid lipids disappears
When Acyl chains melt

Left handed 20Khz
Right handed 80Khz
spectrum 2300 - 3000Khz

In 1 hour with treatment 100 S v/h

used FTIR spectroscopy

Evaluate position and width 3200 - 3600
nm bands in parallel to CH2 region
corresponding to lateral interactions of
lipid acyl chains

Conclusion

Be true to nature

State 200 S v/h

test 1.9 liters of contaminated soil

Elmer Fuchs WETSUS
use of quantum effect

This is called Electrohydrodynamic (EHD) bridge

A new state of water

Fractals
Intrinsic distortions

Evaporisation

Differences between Bulk water and water
bridge differ on molecular scale

When a high voltage DC is applied to two
beakers of water a bridge forms between
the beakers

The bridge is not restricted to water any
polar liquid with low DC conductivity and
high permitivity will function

intrinsic changes

Water images: revealing the
fourth phase of water?

Quarries
environmental distortions

The Harrison Studio

Sources

Mountain water & erosion

Mass movement of people and
resources, 5 to 20 million people

Paul for Georg Schroecker

Loss of carrying capacity
Beverly Rubik Institute for Frontier Science
Erases water memory

5 part understanding
can some areas - countries manage
flooded plains?

Enhanced absorption
Combat free radicals

-150mV to -350mV

Where is food and water coming from

What is the carrying capacity

ORP oxidative-reductive potential
Low surface tension

Ionized water

Calcium
Magnesium

Leave it and see about erosion, carbon sink

Review what the future could hold

Electric field

Clears "drugs" etc. from drinking water (city)

Are Countries (governments) ready for
environmental pressures

21st Manifesto

Alkaline Water

retention

Are the authorities planning for the unexpected

Studies & observations on
"functional" water, Ionised
alkaline water. Anti-aging,
detox and optimal for health

Paul Héroux InVitroPlus research
Structure of water

MF

Potassium
age increases acids

Watercon 2012

Alkaline helps waste
60-85% water

improves oxidation

Human

ideal Ph 7.45

Cell footprint reduced
Erythro Leukemia (K562, HEL 92.1.7)

How cancer cells and
magnetic fields lead us to
water

Loss of chromosomes after 6days
ELF - MF 0.025 to 5 microT

Effects on Cancer cells

MF flat dose

many solutes excluded

Cause interference with Mitochondrias & ATP

Karotypes contractions

many hydrophilic surfaces
generate exclusion zones

. Precedent
. Negative charge
. Ring-like structures (270-nm absorption)
. Able to accommodate helical structures
. Large sheets eliminate Brownian instability
. Tight lattice keeps hydronium ions out

Lung (NCI - H460)
Colon (COLO 320DM)

Gerald H. Pollack University of Washington

. EZ water molecules more constrained (NMR)
. EZ molecules more stable (infrared radiation)
. EZ has negative charge (electrical potential)
. EZ absorbs at 270 nm (light-absorption spectrum)
. EZ is more viscous (falling ball viscometry)
. EZ molecules aligned (polarizing microscopy)
. EZ molecular structure different (IR absorption)
. EZ optical properties different (refractive index)

Breast (MCF 7)

21+ days rise to baseline

J.M Huyghe University of Eindhoven
Using Video Microscopy
Development of multi-particle tracking
Abrupt PH change at edge of EZ

Fourth phase of Water

Exclusion Zone

Viscosity gradient across EZ

Beyond Solid, Liquid & Vapor

Is different from bulk water

EZ

100 micro meters from hydrophilic surface

Excludes suspension & solutes
electric potential

Flow patterns induced by
hydrophilic surfaces

Polymers
Gels
Hydrophilic surfaces

Advantages sheet-like EZ

Biological tissues
Solids e.g. Zinc

extended from 10s nanometers to 100+ micrometers

Oceans in control

DeBye length

CO2

Buffer

Bicarbonate
Aqueous solutions
H2O

Breaks down

CO2

Flow decreases, time dependant

Nature

Instability

EZ development

Carbonic acid system:
natures universal buffer,
regulating more than just
water.

bounces back when surface is reached

Outside water flows to charged surfaces

observation

Replication

Reduction of errors

Decrease in longevity

Transcription

can be isolated
Ehud Pines University of the Negev

Synthesis DNA proteins

Water in the human body is the
informational bearer of longevity

Structure

James Morré Mor-NuCo. LLC
Matrix of life

. Autoentrainable
. Phased by blue light (blue and red in plants)
. Phased by very low frequency EMF
. Phased by melatonin and valerian
. Period length is independent of temperature
. Period length is increased in D2O by 20%

errors exponential with age

Isotope composition
Store and transmit information

ENOX cycles
ENOX cycle

Weak and super Weak fields
& radiations in Biology and
Medicine

Origin of Life and Living
matter in hot mineral water

Ignat Ignatov SRC Medical Biophysics Bulgaria
reacts with calcium carbonate

Mineral water

potassium
Circadian 24 hour
Oscillator

Ultradian 24 min

Origin of Life

Zinc

Dependent on structure of water

Manganese

Cytoplasm

Evolved in geysers

Phosphate ions
composition not usual in marine environment

Prevention
Predictive
Evolution directions

Participative

Benny Johansson

Personalized
decline in immune system

Dynamic

ELF magnetic radiation

non-linear open system
inherent capability to self organise

Water

growth in Travel

Low entropy in sunlight

organised highly stable coherent structure

New epidemics

Climate change
determines surface temperature

Nutrition - pesticides, water

DNA information carried by
EMS, experimental evidence
and Medical applications

Cancer
Cardiovascular
Neurodegenerative

Alignment of structural conformity

A Coherent water state

Thermal IR

self organised adaptive structure

Fluctuation in temperature

Fractal scaling relationship

Disease burden

Autoimmune

not dependant of ambient temperature

is "functional water"
Fractal heart rhythm dynamics

Arthritic
regulation of adaptive physiological
homeostasis may lead to

Use of ME waves
New approaches

New tech for Bacteria and DNA detection

Parasympathetic restore of blood pressure
Humoral Immunity

Functional water

Relief of Tinnitus sensations

Autism project
EMS transfer
Bob Johnson Ind Researcher

Luc Montagnier World foundation for
AIDS research & prevention

1. Plasma-like behaviour in
ionised liquids 2. Canal
transport Phloem model

H2 CH4 production
Energy
anti-bacterial

Comparative behaviour between partially
ionised liquid (floating bridge) and Ionised
gas plasma
charge differential in Sieve tube

Gradients of charge

determines Phloem translocation

Transportation of Phloem

De infections
electromagnetic forces

Anti fogging

important for metabolism

Conclusion on plants

Self cleaning
UVA irradiated

Technology
IR spectroscopic studies

Photocataly degraded
Environmental impact

What an electron-hole pair
upon irradiation of TiO2 can
do besides red-ox reactions

A.I Konovalov Russian Academy of Sciences
Low .001 to .0000001M
Bio active compounds show bio effects in water

Physicochemical study of
highly diluted aqueous
solutions. Effects of ultra low
concentrations and ME fields

organic molecule
Electron hole pair in T102 nano particles
not same response
Nano particles photocatalytic

Ultra low 10minus12 to 10 minus20M
nano sized entities called
"nanoassociates" are formed

in highly diluted aqueous solution
non-classic
Two types of behaviour

determines non-classic behaviour

formation of nanoassociates

Cecilia B. Mendive University National Mar del Plata

classic
presence of external electromagnetic fields

Paul Matsudaira National University of Singapore

Conditions for nanoassociates

ultra diluted water solutions

Recorded at 20 Frames per second
Droplet condensation. coalescence
slower than in bulk water
can be imaged at room temperature

Acrosomal process and microtubles

same as in vitreous ice at liquid nitrogen temperature
from hemispherical to toroid shaped droplet
formation of thin 10-20nm sheets
formation of droplets 10-50nm diameter

Directed cavitation

Macrocationic crystallized re-entrant jets

Dampened Brownian motion

leads to water column void

Protein complexes
Radiation damage

Observations

droplets translocate

constant irradiation

Imaging interfacial water and
its dynamics at nm resolution
& real time by transmission
electron microscopy

extreme pressure and temperature of
cavitation bubble

Nano & micro machining

Macro cationic crystalline H20
cavitation for re-entrant jets &
role in cavitation zero point
energy, fusion & the origin of
life

collapse of bubble

dissociated H+ & OH- ions

energy conversion is very high

input 840 watts
2900 watts produced

Mark L. Leclair, NanoSpire Inc.
enormous positive electrostatic charge
induces high negative charge on nearby object/surfaces

Test platform fabrication

78 elements & short lived isotopes produced

re-entrant jet crystal
final event is supernova nucleosynthesis

supersonic bow shockwave
Neutron radiation is by product
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Zero point energy

triggering fission, fusion and prebiotic
chemical reaction
origin of life

